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Abstract: Goal directed fluid therapy (GDT) implies administration of fluid boluses with the aim of optimizing cardiac
performance. There is a major concern that maximization of cardiovascular performance can be achieved in expense of
deterioration in body hydration processes. Also, these methods require semi invasive devices. However, monitoring of the
whole body hydration status and interstitial fluid accumulation during fluid loading is not possible in everyday clinical
practice. A new method, minimum Volume Loading Test (mVLT), uses evaluation of plasma dilution efficacy in small
fluid boluses (2.5 – 5.0 ml kg-1) of isoosmotic crystalloid solutions followed by 5 min periods without fluids. The invasively measured arterial and venous hemoglobins, and simultaneous non-invasively measured hemoglobin (SpHbTM from
Radical-7, Masimo inc., Irvine, USA) are used for estimation of plasma dilution which serves as an indication of plasma
volume expansion.
The objective of this paper was to discuss plasmadilution as a target parameter for goal directed therapy. Could plasma dilution also indicate a degree of interstitial fluid accumulation?

Keywords: Crystalloid solution, interstitial fluid accumulation, fluid therapy, haemoglobin, lymphatics, microcirculation,
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INTRODUCTION
Intravenous fluid therapy is part of everyday clinical
practice in many fields of medicine, particularly in the perioperative setting. An isoosmotic crystalloid solution can be
used for many purposes [1] such as treatment for dehydration, resuscitation of hemorrhage or simply for maintenance.
Achieving and maintaining of target plasma dilution is of
major importance in total intravenous anesthesia (TIVA) and
target controlled infusion (TCI). However, the plasma dilution cannot be accurately predicted from the chemical and
physical features of a solution, and the physiology of body
water balance and fluid distribution among functional fluid
compartments. As shown in Fig. (1), in addition to the balance of fluid intake and net elimination, the intravascular
fluid retention is affected by transcapillary filtrationabsorption ratio [2] and lymphatic influx into central veins
[3]. The filtration-absorption ratio is thus affected by
changes of net transcapillary pressure, and the lymphatic
*Address correspondence to this author at the Vilnius University Clinic of
Anaesthesiology and Intensive Care, Siltnamiu 29 LT-04130, Vilnius,
Lithuania; Tel: +37052362013; Fax: +37052362101;
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flow by changes of the interstitial hydrostatic pressure
[4].Consequently, both pressures are affected by interstitial
fluid accumulation. As shown in Fig. (2), interstitial expansion by fluids leads to increasing compliance and progressive
accumulation of fluid until the anatomical limits are reached.
As shown in Fig. (3), when the interstitial fluid compliance
is maximized (virtually infinite in overhydration), the lymphatic flow does not further increase, because hydrostatic
pressure remains constant despite accumulation of interstitial
fluid. Thus, even if fluid elimination out of the body is not
prominent, the plasma volume expansion efficacy of a crystalloid tends to decrease during infusion because of increasing interstitial fluid compliance Fig. (4). If the infusion is
targeted to reach and maintain constant plasma dilution or
simply to improve hemodynamics, there is a risk of interstitial fluid overload (oedema). Oedema formation deteriorates
the turnover of plasma albumin in the lymphatic loop as a
result of interstitial trapping of both fluids and proteins [5].
This lowers the plasma protein content leading to a decrease
in plasma volume [6]. Oedema prevents the effective delivery of drugs to cells in a swollen tissue and reduces elimination of drugs and metabolites. Thus, for efficacy and safety
reasons, any goal directed crystalloid infusion should ideally
2012 Bentham Open
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Fig. (1). The model of whole-body fluid handling: the resting state of fluid distribution and elimination in a state of mild dehydration. The
digestion origin fluid supply to circulation matches the net whole body fluid elimination. The net lymphatic flow ideally matches the fluid
volume which would otherwise accumulate in the interstitium of the whole body. Arrows represent equal fluid volumes.
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Fig. (2). The theoretical relationship between interstitial fluid volume and hydrostatic pressure in association with different states of hydration in derma and skeletal muscles. Five patterns of relationship can theoretically be reached during five ideally tailored crystalloid infusions
separated by the 5 min. periods without fluids (see checkpoints 1-5 in boxes). The model was drawn on the basis of previous studies [57,58].

be monitored for interstitial fluid accumulation with warning
signs for detection of edema formation. However, only large
deviations from normal interstitial hydration are detectable
in current clinical practice [7]. This could lead to undetected
complications such as pulmonary edema [8].
In this review, the deficiencies in current perioperative
fluid therapy are discussed with emphasis on goal directed

fluid therapy and also introducing new methods and techniques.
PERIOPERATIVE FLUID THERAPY: MORE QUESTIONS THAN ANSWERS
It has been shown that critically ill patients and those
who undergo major surgery require benefit from preciselyguided and individualized fluid therapy for reduction of
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to a further reduction of aPDE (0 < aPDE < ΔE > ΔC ≈ IFA = 0).
(D) The similar reduction of aPDE without an increase of ΔE is caused by the increase of IFA associated with unchanged ΔC.

morbidity [9]. Thus, an individualized fluid management
referred to as goal-directed fluid therapy (GDT) is now
widely used for perioperative fluid management [10]. However, nowadays, there are still more questions than answers
[11].
Fluid Deficit
Patients are regarded to be slightly dehydrated before
elective surgeries. This is supposedly due to a decrease of
circulating blood volume, ongoing urine production, anesthesia, positive pressure ventilation and insensible perspiration [12]. Postoperatively, however, patients are usually
over-hydrated [7], while both states can be present in disor-

ders of water balance [13]. However, the exact volume of the
body fluid disturbance remains unknown because it is not
feasible to measure in the clinical setting. The textbooks [14]
recommend several formulae for calculation of fluid deficits,
ongoing losses and maintenance requirements. These rulesof-thumb lead to variations among protocols [15]. Mathematical models, are rarely referred to in everyday clinical
practice because of complexity, technological limitations and
insufficient validation [16]. A pharmacokinetic approach,
volume kinetic analysis [17,18], is sometimes used to
understand movement of fluids but mainly targets functional
volumes [19]. However, the volume kinetic analysis requires
frequent blood hemoglobin samples to generate a dilution
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curve from which parameters such as distribution volume
and elimination can be derived.
Development of Individualized Fluid Administration
Most patients, healthy [21] as well as sick individuals,
have efficient physiological reserves to provide substantial
tolerance of variations in body hydration [11]. Nevertheless,
excessive infusions result in edema and compromised tissue
oxygenation, wound healing problems, impairment of coagulation, delayed recovery of gastrointestinal motility and increased risk of cardiac complications [7]. For decades, the
strategies of fluid administration were shifting from aggressive (liberal which is large overall volume of fluids) to more
moderate (restrictive - small) [22]. In the last decade concepts of restrictive fluid administration were launched particularly for gastro intestinal surgery [14]. Most likely, the
fluid requirements vary according to individual physiology
and interventions such as anaesthesia and surgery [7]. It
would be more appropriate to look for an individual responsiveness to fluid therapy.
Goal Directed Fluid Therapy (GDT): The Basics
The GDT implies stepwise fluid boluses aiming for individual optimization of flow related target parameters such as
cardiac stroke volume [23]. Although GDT was first mentioned in the literature about a decade ago [24], the method
for guiding volume repletion based on measurements of patient’s response to a fluid load has been used for more than
25 years [25]. Its main concept is that fluid administration is
justified until it significantly increases the static and/or dynamic target parameters. Static parameters are those used for
the evaluation of actual response to the fluid challenge,
while dynamic parameters provide a prediction of actual
response without administration of fluids [27-29]. Such prediction is referred to as fluid responsiveness. Usually fluid
boluses are continued until they improve static parameters by
the >10 % [23], and/or until such increase is predicted by the
>10 % variation of a dynamic parameter during a cycle of
mechanical lung ventilation [26].
Fluid Challenge: The Dilemma of Fluid Type and Volume
A fluid bolus has to be minimal but sufficient for the
evaluation of induced deviation in static parameters. In GDT
therapy, a 150-200 ml volume of colloid is infused over
about 5 minutes. This bolus is evaluated before any new decision of subsequent bolus is taken. The question is whether
this bolus is evidence based as regards to amount, type and
timing? A requirement of the bolus would be that it is large
enough to cause a proper identification of response but not
contribute to fluid overload. In other words, could a precise
determination of plasmadilution be a sufficient replacement
for GDT based on deviations in flow-related target parameters. Although crystalloids are primarily the hydrating fluids,
in specific clinical settings such as hemorrhage they used as
volume expanders. For goal directed therapy, however, morbidity is reduced more effectively when colloids but not
crystalloids are deployed [31]. That is related to a lesser development of intestinal edema in patients treated with colloids [32], what is particularly relevant in gastrointestinal
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surgery, where the fluid restriction leads to better outcomes
[33].
The evolving rational strategy for colloid-crystalloid coadministration is the restrictive use of crystalloids and the
individualized goal-directed administration of colloids [34,
35]. The minimal effective volume of a colloid that can be
used for small volume loading is also unknown. In 2011,
Muller and his colleagues specifically addressed the latter
issue [36]. In this study, a 100 ml ‘mini-fluid challenge’ of
colloid was infused over 1 minute. An increased aortic blood
flow was sufficient to predict the fluid response of an upcoming fluid load of 400 ml given over the next 14 minutes.
Nevertheless, most likely it would be prudent to continue the
100 ml mini fluid challenges instead of starting the 400 ml
fluid loading, because the actual response determined by the
mini fluid challenge does not indicate that there is a remaining reserve of myocardial contractility that can be recruited
by the upcoming load.
Monitoring of Target Parameters in GDT: The Limitations
In GDT, the evaluation is based on semi- or fully invasive devices. Some are easy to learn, other more difficult
[37]. The need for appropriately trained personnel, proper
patient positioning, sedation or even general anaesthesia as
well as mechanical lung ventilation add up to the limitations
in the availability and applicability of appropriate monitoring
[38]. Interestingly, any monitoring method or device was
never demonstrated as the key factor in improving outcomes
[39]. Monitoring alone was found neither sufficient nor
beneficial, and was even associated with complications in
patients with co-existing cardiac diseases undergoing noncardiac surgery [40]. Thus, only combining available if not
ideal monitoring with appropriate management algorithms is
likely to improve outcomes [39].
It has always been a justified need to assess the individual fluid status by simple means, but even nowadays it can
be reliably done only when the deviation from normal is
quite substantial. Back in 2007, Jacob et al wrote that ‘we
should also be able to provide a rational fluid regimen to the
many patients in whom extended monitoring is not possible
for logistical or financial reasons’ [15]. It seems that not
much has changed to this date. In his editorial, Vincent emphasizes that ‘there is a need to develop a simple and effective technique by which the response to a fluid challenge can
be rapidly and objectively assessed so that fluid loading is
reserved only for those who will benefit’ [30].
Controversial Outcome Reports in GDT Applications:
Need for Re-assessment?
The goal directed fluid therapy guided by static and dynamic target parameters aims for optimization of cardiovascular performance presumably leading to the optimization of
tissue perfusion. However, there is a concern that plasma
volume expansion by colloids may be achieved at the expense of deteriorated whole body hydration. First, colloids
do not provide free water for the needs of hydration. Next,
there is evidence for context-sensitive physiologic target
blood volume that the body strives to recover soon after the
perturbation. Preceding crystalloid [22, 41] and colloid [42]
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infusions made the elimination of the later infused crystalloids considerably faster. A speculation would be that elimination of the preceding crystalloid will be faster if it is followed by a colloid solution in normovolemic subjects. The
latter hypothesis is based on the fact that excessive colloidbound water cannot be eliminated similarly to a crystalloid
until degradation of infused colloid. Meanwhile, aiming to
return to the physiologic target blood volume, free water can
be forced out of plasma by being deposited in highly elastic
interstitium such as the derma. Theoretically, no matter what
is the volume and type of consecutive isoosmotic-isooncotic
fluid infusions, the plasma dilution efficacy of a fluid challenge will be minimized after reaching individual physiologic target blood volume.
The above described considerations suggest an explanation for the controversial clinical outcomes reported in association with the use of GDT in the perioperative setting.
Considering benefits of GDT, such as improved functional
outcomes, there were also reduced hospital stay and morbidity after major surgery [43-47]. However, these data raise
concerns [48,49]. For an example, Challand and his colleagues found no advantage of GDT in patients undergoing
major colorectal surgery, and additionally - it was even associated with a prolonged hospital stay and time to fitness for
discharge [48]. There is a possibility that different outcomes
were determined by different states of the whole body hydration. More specifically, optimization of cardiovascular performance by GDT may have induced over- or underhydration of tissues. Future research with a focus on the investigation of alternative target parameters and the refinement of GDT algorithm itself are therefore encouraged.
Plasma Dilution Efficacy as a Result of Small Fluid Challenge: A New Target Concept
Although infused fluid dissolves in the blood, hemodilution has to be transformed into the corresponding plasma
dilution before it is used in calculations related to distribution of fluid, because it is the water in plasma that equilibrates with extravascular fluid spaces. According to the
background physiology of GDT, plasma dilution induced
increase in circulating volume is a trigger in a chain reaction
where, ideally, the increase in blood volume leads to the increase in flow related target parameters. Therefore, plasma
volume expansion efficacy of a small fluid challenge can
serve as target parameter in GDT, especially when
evaluation of deviations in flow related parameters is not
applicable or available.
The fluid challenge induced plasma dilution is the fractional change of hemoglobin in respect to initial baseline
which, in consecutive fluid challenges, is the hemoglobin
value before the first fluid bolus. The volume expansion in
large vessels is most important in the context of possible
changes in cardiac preload. Plasma dilution in any site of
circulation except the capillaries can be used as an index of
plasma volume expansion in large vessels, because hematocrit differences in large and small blood vessels due to the
Fahraeus effect can be ignored. Plasma dilution efficacy can
be calculated as the fractional change of plasma dilution induced by a fluid challenge. Such calculation avoids the potential errors arising from the use estimated normal blood
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volume in the conventional equations for the calculation of
plasma volume expansion [50-53].
Plasma Dilution and Hemodynamics: Special Considerations
When the heart is fully efficient, it does increase the
stroke volume in response to plasma dilution induced preload. External factors can also prevent the improvement in
cardiac performance, e.g. increased intrathoracic pressure
that lowers responsiveness of preload [28]. That explains
why a variability of flow-related parameter response to similar fluid challenges occurs. As an example, from 40% to
72% of intensive care patients with hemodynamic instability
responded to a fluid load by a significant increase in stroke
volume and cardiac output [54].
The non-responsiveness of flow related parameters may
be caused either by a single factor or a combination of several factors such as (a) low plasma volume expanding efficacy of the infused fluid, i.e. due to the activated elimination
(Fig. 4), (b) non-responsiveness of preload, i.e. due to venous pooling or high intrathoracic pressure, (c) nonresponsiveness of cardiac stroke volume, i.e. due to preexisting maximized myocardial contractility (location in a flat
part of the Frank-Starling’s curve). In contrast to colloids,
the plasma volume expansion efficacy of crystalloids is more
difficult to predict. Studies on volume kinetics show that
plasma dilution of crystalloids is about 20% in normovolemic individuals, while it reaches 75% in hypovolemic
[55]. The volume kinetic analysis suggested that 54% of the
25 ml kg-1 of lactated Ringer’s solution resided in the
circulation at the end of infusion in subjects who
significantly increased cardiac output (reponders) compared
with intravascular fluid retention of 25% in non-responders
[56]. These findings suggest that similar crystalloid fluid
challenges can be associated with different plasma dilution
efficacies, and only the efficacious plasma dilution leads to
significant increase in cardiovascular performance (if it has a
functional reserve). The clinical implication is that both
inefficient plasma dilution and inefficient increase in flow
related parameters would indicate refraining from further
fluid administration.
Applied Physiology for Interpretation of Plasma Dilution
in Consecutive Fluid Challenges
In human physiology, the degree of interstitial tissue expansion by fluid defines the hydration status of the whole
organ. Interstitial volume expansion leads to changes of tissue specific elasticity. It is described by interstitial fluid
compliance (Fig. 2) which is the ratio between the deviation
of interstitial fluid volume and hydrostatic pressure (Fig. 3).
Interstitial compliance increases during fluid accumulation
until the anatomic elasticity of the tissue reaches maximum
[57,58]. The increase of compliance facilitates interstitial
fluid accumulation, reduces intravascular fluid retention and
thus lowers the plasma dilution efficacy in consecutive crystalloid boluses, particularly when net fluid elimination is also
activated by the fluid challenge (Figs. 5,6). Consequently,
plasma dilution efficacy of a fluid challenge will be more
pronounced in dehydrated individuals than in normally hydrated. That concept serves as background for the Volume
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Fig. (5). The theoretical arterial and capillary plasma dilution efficacy during the six mini fluid challenges. The optimized interstitial fluid
accumulation is presumably associated with the minimization of capillary plasma dilution efficacy seen in mini fluid challenge #3.
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Fig. (6). The theoretical arterio-capillary plasma dilution efficacy difference during the six mini fluid challenges. The optimized interstitial
fluid accumulation is presumably associated with the zero value seen in mini fluid challenge #3.

Loading Test (VLT) [59,60]. However, the plasma dilution
efficacy of a crystalloid challenge cannot be used for evaluation of changes in the whole-body interstitial fluid compliance per se because plasma dilution is similarly dependent
on the changes of interstitial pressure-dependent lymphatic
influx, also the changes in net fluid elimination that includes
urine production and other routes of the whole-body fluid
loss (Fig. 1). It has been reported that preceding infusions of
crystalloid [22,41] and colloids [42] made elimination of a
later infused crystalloid considerably faster. However, a reduced lymph flow can have similar impact as increased net
fluid elimination, both resulting in a decrease of intravascu-

lar fluid retention and plasma dilution efficacy of crystalloid
fluid challenge (Fig. 4). Despite the importance of the lymphatic influx in the regulation of plasma volume [61], the
clinical discrimination between the impact of net fluid elimination and net lymphatic influx on plasma dilution cannot be
made.
Arterio-venous Plasma Dilution Difference: A dynamic
variable
In contrast to arterial, venous plasma dilution is affected
by the transcapillary fluid shifts in a vicinity of capillary
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beds related to the venous blood flow in the site of measuring. Svensen et al reported a significant decrease of arteriovenous dilution difference when it went from positive to
negative during a 20 minute period without fluids following
a 25 ml kg-1 infusion of lactated Ringer’s solution in healthy
volunteers [62]. It was explained as redistribution of excess
interstitial fluid via the veins originating in the tissues of a
hand. That fluid was eliminated or deposited in more compliant tissues because it did not induce the corresponding
arterial plasma dilution. This is clinically important since it
emphasizes that, in contrast to conventional assumption of
venous hemoglobin concentration being higher than arterial
[63,64], it can be reversed during fluid therapy. Thus, arterial
but not venous plasma dilution efficacy of a crystalloid challenge should be used for evaluation of the whole-body response to a fluid challenge. On the other hand, the significant
decrease of arterio-venous dilution difference to negative
values during the 20 minutes period without fluids after the
crystalloid infusion should indicate detection of capillary
refill with excessive interstitial fluid. This pattern can serve
as a warning sign for interstitial fluid overload. Invasiveness
of arterial and venous blood hemoglobin sampling and
analysis of the blood samples is the major limitation for its
clinical application.
Capillary Plasma Dilution Efficacy: A Marker of Interstitial Fluid Accumulation
The recent advance in the understanding of the anatomy
and physiology in transcapillary fluid exchange suggests that
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integrity of capillary barrier rather than Starling forces has
the major importance in the regulation of transcapillary fluid
exchange [35]. Only the destruction of endothelial glycocalyx layer by inflammation or circulation overload allows the
‘classic’ action of Starling forces. Thus, the transcapillary
hydrostatic pressure gradient appears to be the major determinant in the transcapillary fluid equilibration if the endothelial glycocalyx layer is intact. In contrast to the predictable in
vivo osmotic pressure of the crystalloid solution [1] and its
impact on the osmolality of plasma [65], the fluid challenge
induced deviation in net transcapillary hydrostatic pressure is
multi-factorial and dynamically changing. The midcapillary
hydrostatic pressure is mainly affected by the changes in the
stimulation of arteriolar and venular sphincters, while interstitial hydrostatic pressure is dependent on the interstitial
expansion by fluids [2]. Nevertheless, theoretically, the local
autoregulation of arteriolar-venular tone ratio in a capillary
bed is adjusted in response to the interstitial fluid status. The
decrease in arteriolar tone and corresponding increase in
venular tone facilitates filtration of the fluid from capillaries
into interstitium by increasing the transcapillary filtrationabsorption ratio. If it is the case during the rehydration of
interstitium, the capillary plasma dilution efficacy will decrease in consecutive fluid challenges. That would lead to
positive values of arterio-venous and arterio-capillary plasma
dilution efficacy differences. And on the contrary, the increase in arteriolar tone and decrease in venular tone facilitates absorption of interstitial fluid into capillaries by decreasing the transcapillary filtration-absorption ratio. If this
is the case during the overhydration of interstitium, the capil-
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lary plasma dilution efficacy will increase in consecutive
fluid challenges due to the reflux of excessive fluid from
interstitium (Fig. 7). That would lead to the negative values
of arterio-venous and arterio-capillary plasma dilution efficacy differences. However, an increase of renal fluid elimination and/or deposit in more centrally located tissues would
lead to the same phenomenon without changes in arteriolar
and venular tone and transcapillary filtration-absorption ratio. Nevertheless, this way or another, the capillary plasma
dilution efficacy increase in consecutive mini fluid challenges and negative values of arterio-venous and arteriocapillary plasma dilution efficacy differences would signal
about the redistribution of fluid from the dependent arm and
elimination or deposit in other location.
Specific Clinical Settings: Anaesthesia
Specific clinical settings can have inherent impact on
arterio-venous and arterio-capillary plasma dilution efficacy
differences. In addition to local autoregulation, the arteriolar
to venular tone ratio can be affected by sympathetic stimulation which is known to be simultaneously affecting the systemic arterial tone and arteriolar sphincters in the capillary
beds [2]. The splanchnic and cutaneous veins have exceptionally high numbers of α1- and α2-adrenergic receptors,
and are highly sensitive to adrenergic stimulation [66]. That
makes the cutaneous veins and venulae more sensitive to
changes in sympathetic stimulation than arterial resistance
vessels and arteriolae [67-70]. Thus, theoretically, anaesthesia-related sympathectomy would affect venular tone more
than arteriolar; thus, arteriolar to venular tone ratio would
tend to decrease facilitating the decrease of transcapillary
filtration-absorption ratio. Along with the anaesthesia-related
suppression of fluid elimination it would facilitate the increase in arterial, capillary and venous plasma dilution efficacy of the fluid challenges and decrease the arterio-venous
and arterio-capillary dilution differences. However, local
control mechanisms can override neural or systemic humoral
influences: tissue metabolites can regulate local blood flow
in specific vascular beds, independently of the systemic
regulation. Because blood flow itself can influence the local
concentration of the metabolic intermediates, blood flow in
capillary beds tends to oscillate spontaneously over time in a
process known as vasomotion. [69].
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primary hypothesis was that arterial plasma dilution efficacy
will decrease in consecutive fluid challenges as a result of
net increase in fluid elimination and/or fluid deposit in the
compliant tissues such as the derma. Aiming to investigate
the applicability of noninvasive measures of plasma dilution,
the non-invasive continuous hemoglobin (SpHbTM) measurement technique was used to investigate the accuracy of
noninvasively derived arterial variables with the laboratory
derived arterial values serving as the reference method.
The results of a pilot trial in 12 patients showed that the
invasive arterial plasma dilution efficacy of consecutive fluid
challenges significantly decreased [66, 67].
The Noninvasive Hemoglobin (SpHbTM) Measures: Lack
of Accuracy?
The Masimo Corporation introduced its Radical 7 platform as a module of the Rainbow SET® Pulse COOximetry™ in 2009. It was supposed to be an alternative to
the invasive blood sampling, and the bed-side or laboratory
analysis of arterial and venous hemoglobin. It has set the
case for the investigation of its accuracy in various clinical
and experimental settings. However, the results are not uniform. A report from the manufacturer’s supported trial which
evaluated the accuracy of 335 noninvasive and 165 laboratory-analyzed hemoglobins is optimistic in concluding that
noninvasive measurement is accurate within 10 g/l during
hemodilution in 20 healthy volunteers [68]. That is the accuracy claimed in the manufacturer’s brochures. Soon after,
Gayat et al. reported an independent clinical trial where they
evaluated the agreement between invasive and noninvasive
hemoglobins in 300 patients and found SpHb as systemically
biased and too unreliable to guide the transfusion decision
[69]. The accuracy was also insufficient for the clinical applicability in patients undergoing Caesarean section [70].
The non-invasive SpHb values obtained during the crystalloid challenge could not provide useful data for the volume
kinetic analysis [20].
Taking into account the results of the previously discussed mVLT validation study, there can be other reasons
for the discrepancy of invasive and noninvasive measures
other that lack of accuracy.
CONCLUSION

II REFINEMENT OF GOAL DIRECTED FLUID
THERAPY
The Minimal Volume Loading Test (mVLT)
The concepts described in Part I are used in the minimal
Volume Loading Test (mVLT) that was recently proposed by
the authors. The mVLT is a development of its predecessor –
the VLT method [59]. The mVLT also uses plasma dilution
as a target parameter as well as crystalloid fluid challenges,
but in contrast to VLT, the volume of a fluid challenge is
smaller and the time course for response evaluation is similar
to conventional algorithms for goal directed fluid therapy.
In a clinical validation, three fluid challenges consisting
of 5 ml kg-1 of acetated Ringer’s solution followed by 5 min.
periods without fluid were administered in elective orthopedic surgery patients after preoperative overnight fast. The

Here the current issues in fluid therapy and also new developments were discussed with a firm emphasis on the possibility of indirect noninvasive real time monitoring of interstitial fluid accumulation by using the Radical-7 Pulse COOximeter. The role of crystalloid induced plasma dilution, a
target parameter not used for goal directed fluid therapy, was
discussed as part of a new method – the mini Volume Loading Test (mVLT). This method could possibly evaluate hydration status by evaluating the efficacy of plasma dilution
induced by consecutive mini fluid challenges with crystalloids. If this method can be validated it opens up a simple
way of estimating hydration status and the need for replacement of iv fluids. This could lead to the development of an
‘intelligent infusion system’ for administration of crystalloid
solutions guided by the noninvasive real-time plasma dilution feedback from the capillary beds. It would be a major

50 The Open Conference Proceedings Journal, 2012, Volume 3

breakthrough in fluid therapy, since accurate administration
has been shown to be beneficial for patients.
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